Come to SMAC’s
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G!
Join good friends for so7 at the Amherst Women’s Club!
me great running and
food to match!
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At the start of this year’s Spirit of Women 5k on September 30,
a very enthusiastic Emma Larsen (#227) led eventual winner Marjorie Shearer (#306),
as well as Sue Dean (#298), and many others.

By Irene Woods
The third annual Spirit of Women Road Race occurred on September 30,
2006 at the Franklin Medical Center under sunny blue skies and perfect running
Rookie Marathoner
temperatures. Ninety-one women completed the 5k race with the overall
Takes on Chicago
winner receiving $250.00. All of the runners received goodie bags that included
Page 10
Richardson chocolates, Yankee Candle air fresheners, Kashi bars from Whole
Foods and a tee shirt. There were 50 walkers all of whom raised pledges for
women’s health care. Anyone who raised over $50.00 received a pedometer or
Ultra-Fantastic:
Notes from the CCC 100 canvas tote bag. The grand prize was two $50 gift certificates to Night Kitchen
and Restaurant DePallo.
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SMAC for over 20 years sponsored the Women’s Distance Festival Road
race
in Amherst. The Women’s Distance Festival Road Race was and is still held
Hatfield’s Dan
across
the country as one of the earliest names for a women’s only road race.
Barry Five Miler
It
was
great
name given it was a 5k ( no distance involved) nor was there any
Page 13
festival. The race in Amherst went through a different director about every eight
to ten years. In 1994 I took over the race with Margaret Soussloff and Sandy
Maynard as co-directors. Sandy always had fun with creating new categories
Most Outstanding
such as the first prenatal runner, the first mother, and daughter and grandRunner Nominations
mother group. Sandy eventually left the area and Margaret and I continued on
Page 15
although our energy was waning.
(Continued on Page Five)
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From the Editor
Speaking of Barry, he’s agreed to be director of
What’s this? Another SUN? So soon? You’d
better believe it! The SUN aims to be a quarterly SMAC’s premier event, the D. H. Jones 10-miler in
with a mix of news, views and (hopefully) not a lot February, succeeding Jim Plaza. Putting on a race
of this scale and quality is a major undertaking, and
to confuse.
Barry has vowed to delegate various tasks with zeal.
With that in mind, my apologies to Susan
Organization is well under way now, and you’ll hear
Russo and Jeanne LaPierre for switching their
more soon enough. Meanwhile, Jim Plaza deserves a
identities in the last issue. Susan really wrote “The big “thank you” from us all for running the show since
Start Line,” which ran on page 3, but I attributed 2002.
it to Jeannie. Both are good, reliable contributors
You should have heard about the Boston Marathon
with true voices; how I managed to mix their byLottery by now. In return for volunteer help, the BAA
lines is better left unexplained (since I can’t).
gives SMAC ten “back of the pack” entries, which will
Race results will appear in The Sun only if
be distributed by raffle (five go to volunteers and five
they haven’t been posted at SMAC’s website or
are for the general membership. You have to pay your
Coolrunning.com. And, if all goes as planned, race entry fee, of course, but qualifying times are waived).
entry forms and the calendar will be found at the New contributor Leigh Merrigan joined SMAC a year
website too. Barry Auskern also noted my failure ago, scored one of these entries right away, and ran
to identify Rodney Furr (#1182) and Rich Pacheco her first Boston in April. And if you want to see the
(#1186) in the Lake Wyola Race picture (page 6). grand old footrace but to compete, contact us
My bad, guys, but at least I know what you look
That’s it for now, folks, but I hope you enjoy this
like now!
issue, especially the three members profiled below.
Next, your response to the last issue was
Hope to see you on the roads!
awesome! Comments and ideas will definitely be
listened to (and authors be asked to contribute,
naturally), and we’ll try to provide more of what
		
PROFILE#1:
you like. The mystery photo got several people
		
Susan Russo
to write in (Don Grant identifed at least nine
Age:
47
SMAC’ers), and yes: it was the start of the Ron
Town: Easthampton
Hebert 8-miler, on April 2 in Florence.
Job: Appraise wildlife for
the U.S. Fish & Wildlife
The SUN is a publication of
Service.
the Sugarloaf Mountain Athletic Club
SMAC
member since:
(SMAC)
@1997
and is produced by, for,
Local running/SMAC
and with the considerable help of its membership.
“claim to fame”:
Ben Bensen, Editor (413-774-7567),
I pay my membership dues
Athleen Ellington, Assistant Editor (413-585-0405)
		
on time.
Carrie Stone, Copy Editor (413) 259-1557.
Favorite Distance to
Race/Run:
Unless otherwise credited,
10 milers / 5-6 mile runs.
photographs are by Ben Bensen
Favorite
Place to Run:
Please send any comments or questions
Quiet
bike
paths
and submit your writing or pictures to:
Favorite Author/Book:
Drifters, by James Michener.
sun@sugarloafmac.org
Favorite Movie
For more information about the club
or TV show:
and for membership information,
(Movie) “Heat & Dust,”
Susan Russo - or not?
please visit our website at:
		
with Julie Christie;
(SUN file photo)
(TV) used to be “The West
www.sugarloafmac.org
		
Wing,” but now it’s “N.C.I.S.”
Hobbies (besides running, of course!):
or call Ron Hebert,
Travelling and reading
Membership Secretary
Favorite
Spectator Sport: Watching the Patriots
(413) 584-2917
with my husband.
Greatest Adventure: Travelling to Tombuctou.
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Susan Russo (contd.)
		
PROFILE #3:
Favorite Vacation Destination: Anyplace warm 			
Jim Plaza
and tropical.
Age: 54
Achievement of which you are most proud Town: Shutesbury/Athol
(running-related OR otherwise): Two years Job: Audio-Visual Technician
with the Peace Corps in West Africa. Oh, yeah: and SMAC member since: 1988
completing twenty-one marathons.
Local running/SMAC “claim to fame”: Jones
Secret ambition: Travel around the world; immerse Town & Country Ten Mile Director 2002-2006.
myself in the local culture, run in their races, and Favorite Distance to Race/Run: Ten miles to
then write about it.
the half marathon.
Favorite
Place to Run: Quabbin Reservoir trails,
*
*
*
*
*
Northampton X-C, and certainly the Jones Town
PROFILE #2:
& Country 10-miler course!
Jason Collins
Favorite Author/Book:
Age: 32
Richard Russo’s Straight
Town: Greenfield
Man
Job: Correctional Officer,
Favorite Movie or TV
Franklin County Sherriff’s
show: Movie: “One
Office.
Flew Over the Cuckoo’s
SMAC member since: I
Nest” TV: “Law &
don’t remember when
Order”
I first signed up for
Hobbies (besides
Sugarloaf. It’s been 3 or
running, of course!):
4 years, probably. This is
Hiking/biking, trying
the first year I have run any
to sort through my “to
race as a team member.
read” piles!
Barry Auskern talked me
Favorite Spectator
into doing some of the
Sport: Track & Field/
team races, and I hope to
running events and
compete in more of the
tennis.
team events next year.
Greatest Adventure:
Local running/SMAC
Not sure if there is one,
“claim to fame”: In the
much of my life has
smaller races, I usually fit
seemed that way!
somewhere in the top 10
Favorite Vacation
or 20 runners at the finish
Destination:
line. In the larger races,
Will let you know after
I’m a face in the crowd.
our (Jane & I) trip to
Jason Collins
Favorite Distance to
Hawaii on October 14,
Race/Run: If it’s a race, I like a 5k. If I’m out for
2006!
Jim Plaza
a run, I like a hilly 6 mile loop.
Achievement of which
(SUN file photo)
Favorite Author/Book: Reading to my daughter
you are most proud
Kaitlyn occupies most of my leisure reading time.
(running-related OR otherwise): Finishing
I’m a fan of Goodnight Moon, by Margaret Wise
my undergraduate degree while working two jobs
Brown.
and occasionally run a race.
Favorite Movie or TV show: My favorite TV
Secret ambition: To coach young runners.
show right now is “The Family Guy” It’s on right
(Jason Collins, continued)
when I get out of work.
Hobbies (besides running, of course!): I used Achievement of which you are most proud
(running-related OR otherwise): I have won
to run to stay in shape for ice hockey. Now I play
a few of the small local races, but one night last
hockey and hope that it might make me a little bit
summer when all of the very good runners stayed
faster as a runner.
home, I finally cracked the Northampton Tuesday
Favorite Spectator Sport: UMass Ice Hockey, of
night 5k (my favorite race).
course!
Secret
ambition: I am happy with my running
Greatest Adventure: I don’t have many personal
now,
but
I am more impressed when I see
adventures, but raising my daughter has been
someone
twice my age running in the same race.
quite an adventure.
I
hope
I
have
many good years of running ahead
Favorite Vacation Destination: Old Orchard
of
me.
Beach, Maine, where I met my wife, Shannon.
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Top 10 Reasons to run the Tufts 10K for Women

By Carrie Stone
This past Columbus Day marked the thirtieth
6. Run with the pros. Since this everywoman’s
running of the Tufts Health Plan 10K for Women
race also doubles as the elite’s National 10K
(originally the Bonnie Bell Mini Marathon) in
Championship, you get to run with an amazing array
downtown Boston. For my mother and me, it
of top runners. In 2002 Olympian Marla Runyan ran
marked our fifth running and the fourth anniversary the Tufts 10K as her first official 10K—and won in
of our very first 10K! Overall there appeared to be
a photo finish. For the past two years, national 10K
fewer western Mass. runners this year, however, so champ Katie McGregor has been victorious. For me
I invite you to join us next year when the Tufts 10K the best part is that the course doubles back at about
turns 30. Need more than an invitation? Here are
the 3-mile mark so you not only get to see the pros
ten good reasons.
run but have a chance to cheer them on while you’re
running in the same race with them.
10. Strength in numbers. When a neighbor
who’d been running this race for 20 years and was
5. Be treated like a pro. Maybe all big races
now taking her daughter invited my mom and me
are like this? Complimentary massages, goody bags
to go, I was skeptical about running a womenfull of free samples, free healthy/organic food from
only race. Once at the race, however, I realized
dozens of vendors, postrace refreshment tables
that it’s impossible not to be moved by the sight of offering everything from popsicles to potato chips
7,000 women of all ages and abilities taking over
stretching as far as the eye can see. A nice plus:
the streets of Boston, individually and collectively
bottles of Smartwater at the finish line.
pursuing an athletic endeavor. We fill a city block
4. Run with friends. The first year we went it
at the starting line, then stretch for miles as the
was
at
the invitation of friends, and we unexpectedly
race progresses. Here in the hometown of the great
ran
into
others from our very own dirt road! The
Boston Marathon, I kept thinking about how it took
next
year
I invited another Shutesbury running
until 1984 for the women’s marathon to become
buddy,
and
last year another. Amid the thousands of
an Olympic event; even so, in 1983, with nearly
people,
I
always
see and wave to familiar faces.
9,000 participants the Tufts 10K became the largest
women’s sporting event in the world. Since 1997, it’s
3. Runners of all ages. Talk about inspiration.
consistently been the largest women-only 10K in the
There’s
an 85-year-old woman who finishes this
nation.
race every year. There are at least 10 in the 70–79
age group. There are women who have run this race
9. The subway ride. If you’re coming from
every year for 30 years. There are 10 year olds and
western Mass., you’re probably taking the subway
even six year olds. (I decline to reveal how many
in. It’s a Monday holiday, so there’s not the usual
women twice my age finished ahead of me.)
commuter crowd; still, Alewife station at the end
of the red line is teeming. I have never been on a
2. It’s a 10K, after all. It’s not just about idols
subway with so many women in running shoes. We
and
inspiration—it’s
a real race, too! Yes, you have to
all exit at Park Street, following the growing stream
wade
through
self-seeded
runners for the first mile
of sneakers. I wonder if the subway regulars wonder
or
two,
but
it’s
a
chip-timed
race, so if you want to
what’s going on.
take it seriously you can. It’s completely flat except
for the roadway onramps, and there are six water
8. The T-shirt. For a $29 entry fee, you get a
stations and digital time boards at each mile mark,
long-sleeved, woman-sized four-color-design Tshirt. The small is even small enough to fit me, and plus cheering people lining the streets.
they don’t run out of the smaller sizes, even when
And the single best reason?
you arrive late. It’s the best deal going.
1. It’s a walk (or a run) in the park. It’s almost
7. Joanie! Joan Benoit Samuelson is the
always
a gorgeous day (one last hurrah for summer);
spokesperson for the race, which means she is
you
probably
have the day off anyway. Are there ten
always there and usually runs the race, too. She first
good
reasons
for not spending it running around
won the race in 1978, setting the American record.
Boston
Common?
In 2005 she ran it two weeks after finishing the
Twin Cities Marathon with a time that qualified her
to compete in the 2008 Olympic marathon trials.
Find out more about the Tufts 10K at
One year, my friend (who was 14 at the time) won
http://www.tufts-healthplan/tufts10k/.
her age group and got to go up on stage and get her
prize from Joanie. How awesome is that?
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Buttonball Classic 5K
Reaches New Heights
Almost a herd of runners (compared with earlier Buttonball fields)
head out of the fog, into the schoolyard, and on thereafter
into the wilds of Sunderland while rapt spectators observe.

On October 14, 2006, 33 runners gathered
on a crisp fall morning for the 6th annual running
of the Buttonball 5K. The field, which included
runners from as far away as Somerville and
Spirit (Continued from Page One)
In 2003 Margaret and I heard Katherine
Switzer speak at Bay Path College about running
and how it can motivate you to make changes in
your life. She was the first women to officially run
the Boston marathon with a number in 1967. My
running friend Ilga Moore had run in the Boston
Marathon in April 2003 and shortly afterwards
learned she had pancreatic cancer. Ilga had died just
before I heard Katherine Switzer speak. As I listened
to Katherine Switzer speak I knew I wanted the
women’s race to be more than a 5k with no distance
or festival. I left Bay Path College and began to
make calls to Franklin Medical Center in Greenfield.
My goal was to reach out to the medical community
in hopes that the race could become a fundraiser for
women’s health services.
I approached Sandy Sayers at Franklin Medical
Center in hopes they would help sponsor the
race and in return the race would be a fundraiser
for women’s health. This has turned into a great
partnership and the creation of the Spirit of
Women’s Road Race. Previously the race was 3
miles; now it is a certified 5k walk or run for women.
The purpose of this change will be to encourage
women to challenge themselves at a physical
activity. This year the Franklin Medical Center along
with sponsorship from Health New England added
a health fair, which ran from 10am until 1pm with
continual music and entertainment. It was held
under a tent canopy with a balloon arch entry. an
featured health care booths, sports businesses and
food tables along with raffles and auctions.
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Longmeadow, was the largest in the history of the
event. Participants enjoyed a beautiful day for
running as well as the challenging and scenic 5K
course. They also competed for a number of prizes,
which included $50 savings bonds for the top male
and female finishers, as well as gift certificates from
Richardson’s Candy Kitchen, the Millstone Market,
and Clark’s Sport Shop for the top finishers in several
age categories. The rest of the field were eligible for
door prices, including maple syrup and pumpkins.
Clarkdale apples, and cider.
First to break the tape was Joshua Seehermon of
Somerville, who conquered the hilly course in 18:10.
The top woman was Deborah Zukowski of Shelburne
Falls, who finished in 23:28.
Rich Caracciolo (20:33) won the men’s 41–54
category, and Bob Willis (19:20) was the first man
in the 55+ group. Lace Stokes (26:19) was the first
woman aged 19–40, and Sue Grant (27:03) won the
55+ category.
The Sunderland Fall Festival Committee, which
sponsored the race, would like to extend special
thanks to the Sugarloaf Mountain Athletic Club for
sharing their expertise and also the use of timing
and other race equipment. Thanks also to all the
runners, and please keep a lookout for next year’s
Buttonball 5K, which will take place sometime in late
September–early October.
The Spirit of Women Road Race with the
support of SMAC, Franklin Medical Center and all of
the sponsors raised over $13,000 to support women
that need health care at Franklin Medical Center.
Everyone deserves a round of applause because
an event such as this is not possible without the
volunteers from SMAC, Franklin Medical Center and
the community.
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More Weird Adventures in Running Journalism:
The Strange Case of Mike Whelan
By John Stifler
In 1986 Marc Bloom, editor of my original
Talking with him felt like playing chess. I
favorite running magazine, The Runner, asked me to concentrated hard while trying to look relaxed. I
write an article about a particularly touchy subject: listened, nodded, made casual comments, neutral in
cheating.
my position, attentive to Luchner’s.
The story was like Rosie Ruiz’s but subtler. The
When first pressed by The Runner, the BAA
subject was a runner named Mike Whelan, who
had reviewed all available video footage of that
allegedly was cheating in marathons, including
year’s marathon. There was no sign of Whelan at
Boston. Not cheating enough to pass himself off as any checkpoint before mile 20, but that was hardly
prize winner, the way a man named John Bell did in a damning piece of evidence. Whereas the New
1985 in an effort to win the top master’s prize in the York Marathon recorded continuous videotape at
New York Marathon; just cheating enough to record every checkpoint, the Boston race committee had
a good time and, at Boston, to win one of the medals only what the television stations shot. Those videos
that the BAA used to give to the top 50 finishers and typically showed the first dozen or fifteen men, then
see his name in large type in the Globe.
broke away from the course to show commentators
in the studio, then went back to the course to pick up
Unlike the visibly flabby Rosie Ruiz, Mike
the first woman (Ingrid Christiansen that year).
Whelan had been a bona fide star as a high school
cross-country runner. Also, his Boston times came
Whelan was slower than the top 20 men but
after the Ruiz scandal, which meant that he was
faster than Ingrid, so there was no footage where he
running excellent times in an era when the Boston might show up.
Athletic Association should be paying a lot more
Luchner had reviewed Whelan’s performance
attention to tracking runners all along the course.
further. He had talked to Whelan, asking questions
about his split times. Mike gave consistent answers,
Runners on Staten Island, where Mike had
grown up, were nevertheless convinced that Whelan adding that the reason no one had recorded his race
was jumping into the race a few miles from the finish number at checkpoints before mile 20 was that he
was running with an extra T-shirt over the shirt on
and trotting the rest of the way. One year, several
which his number was fastened.
Staten Islanders stationed themselves along the
Boston course to watch for Mike; none saw him until
The BAA had a great time with that one. I
after the top of Heartbreak Hill, i.e., within six miles interviewed six officials to ask them what would
of the finish.
happen to someone who ran with his number
These same runners had seen Mike run a couple covered up, and I got six different answers, ranging
of local road-races, races in which he appeared to be from “nothing” to “immediate disqualification.” This
organizational disarray was, I think, the magazine’s
far out of shape just a month or so before Boston.
main reason for wanting to do this story. To
They insisted they never saw him train.
embarrass the BAA. The BAA probably deserved it.
I got this information from sources Marc Bloom
Luchner added that Whelan’s comments would
knew personally, since Marc himself is from Staten
Island. They called Mike Whelan’s marathon times a not, by themselves, be sufficient to confirm in the
BAA’s mind that his performance had been legit. He
joke. Mike had no listed phone number.
told me that he had taken a phone call from a witness
I interviewed BAA officials, especially one of the who confirmed having seen Mike in several places on
gray eminences of the organization, race committee the course.
chairman Len Luchner. Luchner had confronted the
I asked who that witness was. Mr. Luchner said
Whelan allegations a few months earlier, when The
Runner had called him to challenge Whelan’s official something about needing to protect his sources. I
looked at him with what I hoped was a very patient
place and time – 33rd overall, in 2:24:27 – in the
expression. He was thinking. I excused myself to go
1986 marathon.
to the bathroom. When I came back he had decided
“Is this some sort of vendetta you people have
to tell me.
against this guy?” Luchner asked me. I (truthfully)
The witness was Shirley Whelan, Mike’s mother.
disavowed any connection with the Staten Island
running crowd other than the fact that my editor
I got Shirley’s phone number. I told her I was
was from there, and I mustered every bit of tact
trying to get the real, fair story. I told her (again,
in asking questions over lunch with Luchner in a
truthfully) that I
(Continued on page 14)
Boston suburban restaurant.
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Regional Road Race Reveries; New England as a Place
With Character and Charm... and full of Places to Race

By Leigh Merrigan
“I think every home in this town comes
with a big, red barn,” I said to my boyfriend
as we wound up and down the roads of Hollis,
N.H. It was 7 a.m. on Saturday morning. With
coffee in hand and new socks on, I was ready
to run. He smiled at me as we passed the third
fruit farm since entering the town off the
highway.
Joe and I were running the Applefest
Half-Marathon in Hollis, N.H. With only
about 1000 runners, the road race would soon
take over this small town in cars and on foot,
bringing hundreds of runners into the town
and onto the Hollis roads for most of the day.
More importantly, the road race brought us,
and hundreds of other runners, to this quaint
village of farm stands and red barns.
We set out on this particular course
excited for miles of quintessential New
England running. We wanted orange, red, and
brown leaves lining the streets, front yards,
and open fields; foreign land to us Boston
residents. We certainly got that, but we also
got hills. Three miles of unexpected hills.
From mile eight to mile eleven, my hamstrings
pulled me up, and my quads paced me down.
I went into this race knowing that I hadn’t
trained well enough, but I naively assumed
it would be a flat run through the small
village; the fresh air and scenery would get
me through it. And it did, but not without the
encouraging words of fellow runners along the
way. They helped me up the steep inclines, and
congratulated me at the finish. And, despite
the ‘rolling’ course and my lack of training,
the sweet apple crisp at the end of this race
washed away any bitterness those hills left
behind.
Joe and I saw that not only are courses
so very different, but so are the crowds. In
Hollis, N.H. we only saw a few smiling faces on
the sidelines, cheering us on. The supporters
between the water stops were few and far.
Whereas, the Falmouth Road Race in August
is like a mini-Boston Marathon. From orange
slices to water hoses, the Falmouth residents
open their arms and their roads to over 10,000
runners every summer. They play music,
they line the streets, and they cheer for you
whether they know you or not. It’s hard to say
if a roaring crowd, or a roaring river is a better
motivator; we’ve grown to love them both.
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No question about it; it’s pretty hard to argue with a day,
or a place, much less a region like New England to run in.
(Photo by Laurie Magoon)

With busy schedules and little extra time for
weekends away, Joe and I have realized our short day trips
to run small, at times nameless, road races in other towns
is a way to explore New England, challenge ourselves,
and share an experience with hundreds of other runners;
getting up early, making the drive, and pounding the road
for the same reasons.
From the streets of Boston, to the shores of Cape Cod,
to the rolling hills of New Hampshire, we’ve made our way
around the New England region this summer – seeking
out the unknown towns, running with the locals, and
returning home after a long day knowing about one more
great place that is only a day, and a run, away.
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“Shorts”
are
comin’ at ya!

The SUN
44:47). Laurie Parker (62nd; 47:24), Paul Peelle
(63rd; 48:15) and Don Grant (64th; 49:34) made a
final SMAC bunch.
Here’s the recap Race Director Andy Jaffee
provided from the Covered Bridge Classic 10k on
October 1: “A torrential downpour notwithstanding,
over 70 runners competed at Conway’s Festival of
the Hills in the annual 10K. Conway’s Leigh Schmitt
(36:47) once again edged out his fellow 34 year-old,
Donald Pacher of Easthampton (37:13) for first place.
Glenn Caffrey, first in the 40-49 age division, finished
3rd overall in 37:41, with Rich Larsen (38:03), first
in the over 50 division, in 4th place overall. Marjorie
Shearer led the women’s race in 9th place overall in
a time of 40:23. The kids’ 2K fun run was won by
Conway’s Andy Habel in a time of 8:24.
(Editor’s Note: Yes, it was very wet, and the
course was adjusted once again, but it’s a good race,
witness the

Yes, fellow SMACers, here it is: a new set of
http://www.coolrunning.com/results/06/ma/Oct1_
shorts, with results, stories and rumors mixed in to
Covere_set1.shtml
fit as needed. Because you do need shorts!
OK, now... About the Larch Hill Cross-Country
September 17th’s 5k Summit Run in Hadley was
Classic: is Gregory Murphy one of SMAC’s Murphy
a good day and a good race, with Tim Mahoney
family members? And is Lisa Hunt one of SMAC’s
(20:26) just beating SMAC’s Chis Dickerson
(20:34). Michael Townsely (4th; 23:04) had an even Hunt family members? Sure, we could look it up,
narrower margin over Ben Thompson (5th; 23:06). but we want to see who’s reading this!
Jason Collins (6th; 23:25), Will Paulding (11th;
October 21 saw two good races, both with good
24:39), Chris Keys (17th; 26:01) and Wally Lempart
finishes by SMACers. Up in Bernardston, club
(21st; 26:40) ran well for SMAC, as did Chelynn
members took seven of the first eight places in
Tetreault, third woman and 22nd. overall (26:44;
Abby Woods was 13th in 24:45 and Dawn Roberts the funky-distance 4.2 miler, plus 48th out of 50!
Rodney Furr won in 25.03, followed by Michael
19th in 26:22). At 27:35, Jim Farrick
Townsley (2nd; 25.23), Jason Collins (3rd; 25.33),
came in 28th, followed by Carrie Stone (34th;
Aaron Stone (4th; 25.45), first woman Marjorie
28:27), Ed Dean (65th; 32:02) and Laurie
Shearer (5th overall; 26.02), Garry Krinsky (6th;
Parker (77th; 37:50). 90 finished.
26.17), and Gregory Neubauer (8th; 29.18). Brian
So, the weather for this year’s Don Maynard 5
Farrell (48th; 52.44) wrapped things up.
miler was pretty poor, nearly to clearly raining,
For results from the Summit Run, Maynard Race
but 72 people still turned out to race on September
and
Halloween Hustle, go to:
24th, and it was a pretty good day, overall - no one
http://sugarloafmac.org
overheated, anyhow. John Kelley of Orange won in
28:46, followed by Rich Larsen of Shelburne Falls,
Meanwhile, over in Belchertown, at the 11th Project
first in the 50-59 bracket (29:28). Jason Collins (5th Stretch 10k, Todd Walker (4th; 36:28), John Kelley
and 1st 30-39; 29:56), Aaron Stone (6th and 1st 20- (6th; 37:02), Nick Hopley (7th; 37:35) were right
29; 30:05), Marjorie Shearer (7th and 1st woman;
up there. Jeff Folts (13th; 42:15) ran well, as did
30:09), Garry Krinsky (8th; 30:10) and Michael
husband and wife team, Don (34th; 55:18) and Sue
Townsley (9th; 30:14) made up a tight SMAC pack Grant (35th; 56:04). Bruce Kurtz, the original war
near the front. Rick Pacheco (11th; 31:13), Ben
horse (46th; 1:36:33) wrapped things up.
Thompson (12th; 31:32) and Garth Shaneyfelt(15th;
32:04) sort of clustered, while Dave Martula (2oth;
Not much news about the Belchertown Fam34:28) shamed these youngsters: Gregory Neubauer ily Center’s Third 5k Family Run on November 04
(24th; 35:11), Jim Plaza (25th; 35:16), Ben Bensen (Belchertown seems to throw a lot of good races,
(26th; 35:18) and Jim Farrick (27th; 35:53). Morris doesn’t it?). The winner, Jeff Drake (18:50) beat 51,
Lanier of Easthampton (35th; 37:22), Tina Kelley
the very next one being Michael Hoberman (18:56).
(38:06), new member Jim Flynn (38th; 38:26) ran Bit of a poke from the Falls, eh Mike?
well, as did couples Steve (40th; 39:07) and Becky
http://www.coolrunning.com/results/06/ma/Nov4_
Shattuck (45th and 1st 50-59 woman; 40:11), and
Belche_set1.shtml
Bob Schilling (54th; 43:22) and Deb Schilling(57th;
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SMAC’s Treasurer Challenges American Heart Association!

By Dave Martula
What!!?? Geezers shouldn’t do long runs
the Harvard Medical School Health Letter) and asked
anymore?
what their opinion was as well.
On Monday, November 13th, a German
Fortunately, their responses were reassuring.
researcher presented disturbing results at
The cardiologist said not to take the study out of
the annual conference of the American Heart
context, and that the benefits of regular exercise
Association in Chicago. He stated that older male
always outweigh the potential risks associated
marathoners may be subject to heart attacks at
with it. Harvard said it is “interesting” but did
a rate higher than other equivalently healthy
not measure whether such a buildup of calcium
older men who were not runners. He came to this
actually resulted in heart attacks in these people.
conclusion after testing for calcium deposits in the (The German researcher said he was going to follow
arteries of both groups, one of men over the age
both groups for the next five years.) Harvard added:
of 50 who had run five marathons in the past five
“It is possible that calcium building in exercisers
years, and a slightly larger group of men of the same may have different consequences than it does in
age range who were not runners.
non-exercisers.”(Does that mean we should stop
Obviously, being a geezer at the age of 61 and exercising? NO) Going on: “..This study was not a
trial of exercise in men, but a comparison between
about to do my 14th marathon in December, this
two groups of men (runners and non-runners) that
caught my attention.
were thought to be otherwise similar. This type of
The researcher, a 12-mile/week runner (what information can be helpful but is also very often
does he know?), saw anecdotal evidence of older
misleading. One problem is that the “otherwise
runners suffering heart attacks at marathons. He
similar” characteristics often turn out to be not so
apparently wondered if there might be a connection similar in one or more key areas, which can have
between this “excessive” form of exercise (my
a substantial impact on the results. Although this
quotation marks) and the propensity to have a heart study has received some national press, it has not
attack. It seems that calcium deposits can stiffen
yet been published. Publication is important because
arteries (arteriosclerosis) and that this is a warning criticisms and suggestions raised in the peer review
sign.
process often helps refine the methods and results
He tested over 300 men using a sophisticated and, more often, winnows out papers that were good
enough for presentation but aren’t really rigorous
scanning system (non-invasive) which rated the
level of calcium in the arteries around the heart. 36 enough for publication.
So, it is way too early to suggest that longrunners out of 108 showed above average levels.
Only 22% of 220 non-running males showed similar distance running can promote disease, and we would
urge you to wait until the information is published so
readings.
that we can evaluate it. It is very, very unlikely that
I immediately jumped on the Internet and
this type of study will lead cardiologists to suggest
wrote my primary care physician about the study,
that anyone should cut back on exercise.”
and asked her to ask her favorite cardiologist if he
Whew! This all makes me want to go out for a
had seen the study and what his or her reaction was.
long
run!
I also emailed the Harvard Heart Letter people (like
(Shorts, continued)
Stuck for
The next day, at least three
and, don’t forget SMAC Socks!
the best
SMACers ran in Boston’s highly
holiday gift
Thin, comfortable CoolMax,
competitive Mayor’s Cup races
for your runner?
they’re the last word in
in Franklin Park. 187 raced in
stocking stuffers!
the 5k, including Will Paulding
Get your him or
her a
(29th; 18:32) and Dave Belcher
2 prs/$10
SMAC
Jacket!
(82nd; 21:10). Meanwhile, Sam
Belcher came in 3rd out of 159
Totally visible
with a 5:56 in the 13-14 year old
Brooks
group.
Illuminite, and
http://www.coolrunning.com/results/06/ma/Oct22_Mayors_set1.
shtml
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a terrific value!

$55
Order yours now from Donna Utakis:
1-413-253-7526 or donnautakis@yahoo.com
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A True-Blue Rookie at the 2006 Chicago Marathon

By Janice Stone
My husband thought I was crazy when I told
league, but it did not matter. My goal was to finish,
him I had signed up to run the Chicago Marathon
preferably in time (6.5 hours) to get my medal and
this October 22, and probably a lot of other people official recognition as a marathoner.
agreed. What was a 54-year-old woman with a
The day was cold (low 40’s), windy and damp,
pacemaker who often finished last in local 5Ks doing
but it was a great day for running. The estimated
trying to run a marathon, especially a prestigious
crowd was 1.5 million, with 33,633 runners. It was
one like Chicago? But I was determined to make
a unique experience for me to be packed in tight
a difference in the fight for a cure for rheumatoid
with so many serious runners, and experience the
arthritis, a terrible disease that afflicts two of my
rain of clothes, plastic bags, and bottles in the final
sisters, and this seemed like the way to do it. I
minutes before the start. My husband, sister, and
was accepted as a charity runner for the Arthritis
her husband came to cheer me on, despite the cold
Foundation’s Joints in Motion (JIM) team for
and difficult conditions for her. I don’t know if it was
Chicago, with a $100 registration fee and a
commitment to raise at least $3500 or make up the the training, or the power of positive thinking, but I
ran the 26.2 miles smiling the whole way, enjoying
difference myself.
I don’t know which
the cheering crowds
was more daunting,
and interesting route,
the training or the
feeling only some
fundraising. Both became
stiffness in my legs. I
very time consuming and
sprinted at the finish,
used up all my “spare
and felt I could have
time” for five months.
gone another mile if
My team was based in
needed. I had stayed
Boston, so I was on my
to my own pace, and
own for all my training.
finished in 6 hours
I used a wonderful book
and 14 seconds.
entitled The Non-Runner’s
Nothing for anyone
Marathon Trainer by
else to be proud of,
Whitsett, Dolgener and
but I felt great to have
Kole for all my physical
finished in time, and
training and mental
not last (1575 behind
preparation. It was
me!) An hour or so
wonderful, and perfect
later and for several
for me. I really enjoyed
days after my knees
running, even the long
let me experience
runs that would take
what arthritis pain
almost 5 hours on the rail
must be like, but it
trail. I know that trail
was worth it. I also
pretty well now! My 16met my fundraising
mile and less runs I did
goal, having raised
from home in Shutesbury, How sweet it is! Proud Marathon finisher Janice Stone poses approximately $7400
with encouragement from
so far (donations
after the race with her sister
a fellow resident and
accepted until Dec.
serious marathoner, who told me that hills build
31). I hope that money will help fund research that
character and would improve my training. I think will find a cure for the rheumatoid arthritis that has
he was right, and actually passed people on the only so changed my sisters’ lives. The charity marathon
“hill” on the Chicago route, in the last mile. It was experience was wonderful.
nothing compared to what we have here!
If anyone is interested in running for the Arthritis
Although I was in touch by e-mail with my JIM Foundation, I would be happy to tell them more. My
coach and organizer, I did not meet my other team fundraising website (and post-race photo) is at:
members until we met at Logan airport for the trip
http://MAJIMChicago.kintera.org/helpjanicerun
to Chicago. As I expected, I was old enough to be the
mother of all eight of them. It was the first marathon Results from this year’s Chicago Marathon are at:
for a few of them too, but all had done some running
http:// http://www.chicagomarathon.com/Page_
in high school or college. I knew I was in a different
L1.aspx?Nav_1_ID=89&subMenu=89
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A Tight and Tasty Larch Hill Cross-Country Race

By David Belcher
Standing on the grounds of Bramble Hill
The clouds began lifting by the time the starting
Farm in Amherst on the morning of October
command was issued to the 87 entrants and Mike
8th, it didn’t take a big leap of the imagination
Morris quickly emerged as the class of the field. He
to picture yourself among the rolling pastures
ran largely unopposed, and his winning margin of 54
of a verdant English farm. The cattle and sheep seconds belied his domination.
were content in their foraging and the chicken
The women’s race was a much tighter affair.
and ducks seemed oblivious to the presence of
In a battle between a couple of talented runners from
strangers in their midst. Even the morning fog
Amherst, Ruthie Ireland led for much of the race, only
was appropriately thick. The only clues that
to be passed in the late going by Sarah Allaback, the
something different was afoot were the colorful
defending champion, whose winning margin was a
banners of the finish line chute and the foiledmere four seconds.
wrapped potatoes stuck in the glowing coals of a
As close as the women’s race was, it was outdone
fading fire.
by the results of the team competition. Three young
men from The Bement School (Sam, Belcher, Cooper
Magoon, and Harrison Hunter – SMAC members
all) were back to defend their title against some hired
guns from both SMAC and the Harriers. The Bement
boys ran well, finishing with 49 points, but they were
outclassed by the more mature men representing two
of the valley’s fine running clubs. When all of the
numbers were crunched, the SMAC team of Rodney
Furr (7th), Gary Krinsky (8th), and Jeff Hansen (19th)
tied with the Harrier threesome of Brian Donaghue
(2nd), Mike Gauvin (10th), and Robert Darby (22nd).
Both teams garnered 34 points! As the race director
parsed the results to break the tie, runners contented
themselves with those hearty baked potatoes with all
the fixin’s.

Harrison Hunter clears the hay bales.
(Photos by Laurie Magoon)

The second iteration of the Larch Hill
English Style Cross Country couldn’t have
happened on a better day. The race is the
brainchild of race director Nick Hopley, and it
is intended to serve both as an homage to his
English running past and as a fundraiser for The
Common School, whose administration, staff,
students, and families help infuse the event with
a wonderful spirit.
Taking his mission to emulate an English
running experience seriously, Nick made special
arrangements to lay out a course that includes
such obstacles as low hurdles, ladder-like fence
stiles, and immense bales of hay, all of which
must be cleared in the two loops of the fields.
With such barriers and the lack of a measured
course, we goal-oriented, number-driven
Americans were left to forego splits and PRs and
satisfy ourselves with a race well run, say what.
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A good crowd at the race’s start.

Turning to the aggregate times of the two groups
to determine the winner, Nick Hopley announced at
the awards ceremony that the Harriers had emerged
victorious by a scant five seconds!
Team bragging rights will again be at stake when
the third edition of this terrific race rolls around next
October. And others should join the fun. Nick Hopley
and the folks at The Common School are providing a
wonderful experience for adventurous area runners and
they look forward to an even greater turnout next fall.
Let’s show them our gratitude.
www.coolrunning.com/results/06/ma/
Oct8_Second_set1.shtml
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Reflecting on an Ultra; Some Episodes from Donna Utakis’
Diary of her Victory at the 2006 Cascade Crest Classic 100

By Donna Utakis
drop, digging my fingernails into the sand to keep
(Editor’s Note: Club President Donna Utakis
from sliding. Maybe it was the darkness, maybe I
likes to go on long, really long runs. She’s one of
several SMACers who have established themselves was tired, maybe I’m just a big wuss, but suddenly
at the national level, and this Summer she topped I’m in a panic, so I roll back over and sit there and
whimper, wondering how the hell I’m going to get
all other women in the Cascade Crest 100 mile
race, finishing in 24 hours, 2 minutes at 6th. place down. Until suddenly it hits me that the longer I
overall. For a taste of that kind of running, hereare sit there like a baby, the more the second woman is
gaining on me. So I tell myself to suck it up and get
two small segments from her log. The first, “Mile
the hell down the slope. I don’t remember how I did,
47” is just a mile or two over a nearly overgrown
but I did, and all of a sudden I’m at the bottom and
track, with limited vision, lots of emotion and a
coming out onto an open road.
rope slide down a sandy hill into darkness...)
Mile 47 is really the beginning of what feels like
a totally different race. Shortly after coming out of
the aid station, the course turns off of the trail and
basically has you bushwacking down a completely
unused overgrown jeep road. It’s getting dusky, I
can’t see the ground under me because of all the
growth and because I have to keep my eyes up to
watch for glowsticks to know where the heck I’m
going. Nevertheless, I’m feeling peppy so I’m flying
down the (fairly steep) hill. I’m feeling pretty good
about myself and how fearless I’ve become.
Until I take the turn and hit “the ropes.” This
section of the course is a very sheer descent down
sandy terrain (so there are no real footholds). There
are some trees to grab onto on the way down and
the race director has anchored a rope around two
trees - one at the top and one at the bottom of the
hill - at about waist level - which is supposed to help
you get down. I decided this section shouldn’t be a
problem because last year I just sat down on my butt
and slid (and got laughed at by half a dozen much
more fearless runners who passed me on the way
down). So I sit down and start scooching and make
it to what I think is the end and everything is fine.
It’s getting dark at this point, but I think I’m at the
bottom, so no worries.
Except that I’m not at the bottom. I run a few
feet now that the terrain has flattened out some,
take a turn, and suddenly there’s another rope
leading down a much steeper descent. No trees to
hold onto. It’s too dark to be able to see the bottom,
but as I sit down I knock a few pebbles loose and
hear them skitter down and down and finally land
in some brush, who knows how far down. I’m a
little unnerved but I start to scooch until my feet
slip and I find myself sliding way too fast – I feel
out of control. I don’t like this one bit so somehow
I dig in my heels and stop myself and then decide
that maybe I’d be better off sliding down on my
belly. So I roll onto my belly. Much worse. So now
I’m clinging onto the side of what feels like a sheer
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(Later, leading but worried she might get passed,
Donna consults with her trail crew: her husband,
Bill, who uses some effective psychology.)
When I finally get to mile 94, Bill’s there on
the trail waiting for me. He runs into the mile 95
aid station with me. He says that I was VERY slow
on that last section, so much so that he and the aid
station volunteers were starting to wonder if I had
dropped. This scares me. I want to know how close
the next woman is. Bill assures me that she’s at least
1 ½ hours behind, so I could walk the rest of the
way and still stay in first (of course, he made that up
– he had no idea where she was – but at the time, it’s
exactly what I needed to hear).
Feeling pretty secure – finally – with my lead, I
run out of the last aid station.
The last five miles of this race are absolutely
hideous – as soon as you leave the aid station, you
end up on a dirt road that ends up running along a
power line. Then you turn onto a paved road, then
a bike path along the highway, then on the highway,
finally finishing with a ½ mile run along the train
tracks that run through town. It’s all flat or slightly
uphill,almost all in the sun. Yuck. But, as promised,
Bill is waiting for me at mile 98 ½ ish. He tries to
get me to run along the highway, but I refuse – it’s
just a little bit uphill, but at this point it seems like
I’m climbing another peak. He gets me through
the stretch along the highway, then we turn onto
the road by the train tracks. At this point, there’s
a half mile of flat to go. You can see the finish line,
and they can see me coming, so I have to run it in
(it’s all about ego). I cross the finish in 24 hours
and 2 minutes. 3 minutes slower than last year, but
somehow I’ve jumped from 12th (at mile 22) to 6th.
To read the whole report of Donna’s race, please go
to SMAC’s website:
http://www.sugarloafmac.org
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Hatfield Lions Stage an “Aggressively Mellow” Five Miler

Runners charge past admiring fans in front of the Lions’ Club Pavillion in the Dan Barry Memorial Five Miler in Hatfield.
Was it the balmy weather that made us so fast? Naah! The post-race lasagne and potatotes were the prime motivators!
(Photo by Pam Bensen)

By Ben Bensen
Confession: this is one of my favorite races, and and Rich Caracciolo (23rd.; 32:54) had a nifty little
competition.
it seems to have taken a hold of the local running
community lately as the “last” race of the Fall. In
Your editor managed to arrive at the race in time
the last few years Sean Barry and his fellow Lions
to register (In 1998, I managed to come both a day
seem to have taken care of the weather on top of the early and ten minutes late for the same event; that
refreshments and other race amenities; it may have year the field sped by me as I tied my shoes while
been November 5th., but it was positively balmy in clutching my entry fee in my teeth!). Today I manand around downtown Hatfield.
aged (28th; 34:11) to edge both Jim Plaza (31st;
The field was a good one, too, with 116 entrants 34:19) and Chuck Adams (32nd; 34:21). Adrenaline
from all over the Pioneer Valley and from Connecti- poisoning, no doubt, and word has it that they were
cut, New Hampshire, Maine and New York. There gaining fast. Jim Farrick (35th; 35:26), Jeanne LaPiis a lot of local support for this race, too; more than erre (43rd; 36:51), Nora LeTendre (63rd; 39:30),
one Hatfield resident admitted that the Dan Barry Jodi McIntyre (66th; 39:34), Fred Wellman (71st;
race is the only event they compete in all year. It’s 40:08), Cathy Coutou (84th; 42:26) and Laurie
Parker (101st; 46:42) all took advantage of the great
worth it. Mostly flat, the course does bob up and
down a little, but the inclines are steady and clear. conditions.
Spotters are out where they need to be, so it’s really
And yes, the lasagne (two varieties) was humunhard to get lost (though a friend of mine managed
gous, and welcome, and there were hot dogs and
the feat, as I reported two years ago), water stops are baked potatoes and cheese sauce too, plus more
well placed, and there’s plenty of room to maneuver sports drinks than some stores stock, and there were
when you have to, and no traffic to speak of. On a
bags upon bags of potatoes for competitors to take
good, dry day like this one was, conditions are hard home. The Lions don’t mess with these traditions,
to beat.
and deserve credit for a job well done.
The top five finishers all managed to duck under
Hard to believe, just a mile or two out of town
the thirty-minute barrier: Rob Landry (1st; 28:23), I passed people running on their own. Seemed to
Tim Mahoney (2nd. 28:34), Jay Kolodzinski (3rd;
know what they were doing, too, but they clearly
28:54), Mark Baillargeon (4th; 29:27) and Mike
didn’t know where they should be: At the Hatfield
McCusker (5th; 29:29). He’s in SMAC for sure,
Town Pavillion, at noon, on the first Sunday in Noas is Will Paulding (6th; 30:16), who should have
vember. That’s my recommendation!
stuck closer to him. SMAC’s Jeff Hansen (16th;
32:07) had to settle for finishing behind the first
Full Hatfield results are posted at:
two women, Sheila Osgood (14th; 31:44) and Abby
http://www.coolrunning.com/results/06/
Woods (15th; 31:52), while Jeff Folts (21st; 32:50),
ma/Nov5_Hatfie_set1.shtml
Sidney LeTendre (3rd woman, 22nd overall; 32:53)
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(Strange Case, contd. from page 6)
(Nowadays, obviously, the chip system eliminates
thought there was a lot of unnecessarily harsh
this entire cheating scenario.)
criticism of her son. She talked to me about how she
At one point near the end, I wrote the declarative
had enough grief to deal with in her life, especially
sentence,
“It is possible that Mike Whelan does
since her husband, Mike’s father, was a drunk, and
exactly
what
he says he does: He builds his
since her brother and sister-in-law had died in a car
endurance
all
winter on a rowing machine, trains
accident and she was raising their two young boys as
hard
for
several
weeks not on Staten Island but at a
well as Mike and his own younger brother. She gave
track
near
where
he works, and runs one good race a
me Mike’s number.
year.”
Mike was reluctant, but finally he talked. He
talked about hard training runs at midnight, after a
The Runner’s editorial staff thought I was
long day in his job at Goldman Sachs. No wonder the bending over too far backward to give Mike the
other Staten Islanders never saw him training; they benefit of the doubt. When the article came out
were asleep. He doubted that those who had watched in print, an editor had changed that sentence to
for him on the Boston course knew him well enough a question: “Is it possible that Mike Whelan does
to recognize him. He was actually feeling rather
exactly what he says he does?”
burned out with running, since it was something he
I got a call from Shirley Whelan. How could I
was trying to do for fun and other people were trying
have
treated her son so badly?
to turn it into a big hassle for him. He struck me as
courteous, thoughtful, well-spoken.
I would have suggested that Mrs. Whelan take
I talked to his mother again. She gave me the
the obvious step of writing a letter to the editors of
names of three people, all friends or relatives of hers, the magazine, as people often do when they think a
who had seen Mike at three different places along the magazine has mangled their story. But there was a
Boston course that year. I called all three.
slight problem: That issue of The Runner, the April
1987 issue, was the magazine’s final issue, ever.
One had seen him just past the crest of
Heartbreak Hill. One had seen him at Coolidge
Len Luchner told the BAA he had never met me
Corner. One had seen him on Commonwealth
or talked to me.
Avenue, within two miles of the finish.
I think Mike Whelan cheated. I think he did
In other words, they had all seen him only after
it because, without necessarily meaning to, his
the 21st mile of the race.
mother put much of the weight of her own life onto
The evidence was adding up against Mike, but
his shoulders. Other members of her family were
it was still just circumstantial evidence. I wrote the weak, but her oldest son was strong. He had good
piece for The Runner, trying to tell both sides as
manners, a very good job, and good health. Running
evenly as possible. I showed as well as I could that
well in the sport’s greatest event was one more way
the whole story wouldn’t be an issue if the BAA
he could help her be a little bit happy, help her face
used a more reliable system of tracking runners.
another day.

Upcoming Races!
Hot Chocolate Run - 5k (Northampton)

Fat Ass 50k (North Adams)
Saturday, December 30, 2006 - 8:00 AM
Bob Dion 802-423-7537
URL: http://WMAC

1st Annual Bright Nights 5k (Springfield)

17th Annual Sawmill River Run - 10k (Montague)
Monday, January 01, 2007 - 10:00 AM
Al Ross 413-367-2464
Enter online at RunReg.com

Saturday, December 02, 2006 - 10:00 AM
Contact: Jennifer Dieringer 587-8915
URL: http://www.hotchocolaterun.com

Tuesday, December 05, 2006 6:30 PM
Email: staff@spiritofspringfield.org

15th Annual Hanukkah 5 Miler (Springfield)
Sunday, December 10, 2006 - 9:30 AM
Contact Info:413-736-9611
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and, of course:
33rd Annual Jones-Town & Country 10 Miler
Amherst, Sunday, February 25, 2007 - 1:00 PM
Contact Info: Donna Utakis 413-253-7526
Email: donnautakis@yahoo.com
URL: http://www.sugarloafmac.org
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Mystery
Photo!

It’s a SMAC-encouraged event! When? Where? How did it go? Figure it out!

SMAC’s “M(ost) O(utstanding)R(unner)” Nomination - 2006
Member’s Name:
_____________________________________________________________________________
Address:		
_____________________________________________________________________________
			
_____________________________________________________________________________
Home Telephone:
_____________________________________________________________________________
e-mail:			
_____________________________________________________________________________
Nominated by (if not Entrant: _____________________________________________________________________
Distance

Fastest Race

Date

Pace/Mile

Finish Time

Previous P.R.*

# of races
Year of
at this distance
Previous P.R.
in 2006

5 km
5 mi
10k
8 mi
10 mi
1/2
marathon
Marathon
Other
distance
Other
distance
Other
distance
Other
distance

*P.R. = Personal Record
Total Miles Raced in 2006
Please tell about any other significant running or running-related accomplishment you would like us
to consider (use additional paper if necessary):
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Please return this form to SMAC c/o Dave Martula, P.O. Box 379, Hadley, MA 01035 by November 30, 2006.
If you have any questions, please contact Donna Utakis at donnautakis@yahoo.com, or call: 413-253-7526
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My Mom just joined SMAC,
so I get to wear her cool new jacket!
Wendy Marsden celebrated
a personal goal
at Greenfield’s
Spirit of Women race
by re-joining SMAC!
Her son,
Sammy
(youngest
of three)
just couldn’t
wait
to put on
his mom’s
new running
gear!

And yes, that’s Steve Shattuck slaking his thirst in the background.
Manager of The Body Shoppe, Steve’s a long-time SMAC member.

SMAC

Dave Martula
P.O. Box 379
Hadley, MA 01035

You can celebrate too!
See page 9
for SMAC Jackets
and Socks!

